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Short peptides that adoptâ-hairpin conformations in water have
been the object of much recent interest.1 These peptides are
potentially useful models for proteinâ-sheets and have been used
as starting points for design of small three-stranded sheets2 and
structured, metal-free zinc fingers.3 However, most smallâ-hair-
pins are marginally stable, despite the use of very strongâ-turns.1,4

Although it is generally appreciated that favorable cross-strand
residue pairing can improve hairpin stability,1,5 there is no clear
procedure for choosing such residue pairs. Favorable residue
pairing has been demonstrated to significantly stabilizeâ-sheet
proteins,6 but it is not yet known whether this would apply directly
to hairpins.

We have established a disulfide-cyclized 10-residue peptide
as a system in which to compare hairpin stabilities,7 using changes
in the thiol-disulfide equilibrium constant as a probe.7,8 We
compared a series of 19 substitutions in peptide1,7 and our initial
efforts revealed tryptophan to be quite stabilizing in the non-
hydrogen-bonded (NHB) strand siteX when paired with a cross-
strand leucine. The tryptophan peptide from this series (bhpW)
was highly structured in water, adopting the intended hairpin
conformation (Figure 1).7

Here, we investigate the relationship between the two NHB
cross-strand residues. Remarkably, we find that residue prefer-
ences for the two structurally inequivalent sites are the same and
that specific pair interactions produce only minor deviations from
the single site contributions. Accordingly, a tryptophan-tryp-
tophan cross-strand pair is highly stabilizing and appears to be
the optimal NHB pair forâ-hairpins.

Our initial observation of a stabilizing contribution from
tryptophan7 prompted us to question how general the effect might
be. Because of the twist of theâ-strands, the tryptophan side chain

in peptide bhpW (Figure 1) is sandwiched between the side chain
of the cross-strand leucine and the type-II′ turn, while the leucine
side chain is closer to the disulfide. Therefore, it seems possible
that the stabilizing effect of tryptophan might be unique to this
structural context. To investigate this, we reversed the hydrophobic
pairs (peptide2), varying the amino acid at position 8 (nearest
the disulfide, Figure 1) with leucine fixed at position 3. Effective
concentrations (Ceff) of the cysteine thiols were determined as in
our previous studies.7,9

We find that tryptophan at position 8 is the most stabilizing of
those residues tested (Figure 2, top). Significantly, theCeff values
are quite close for the Trp-Leu and Leu-Trp pairs, indicating
that the two arrangements are about equivalent energetically. This
result appears to hold for other residue pairs with leucine: the
rank order and numeric values ofCeff are similar, but not exact,
in the two series (Figure 2, top).

To test whether the equivalence of the reversed hydrophobic
pairs might be more general, we examined peptide series3 and
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Figure 1. NMR structure (minimized mean) of disulfide-cyclized hairpin
bhpW7 (peptide1, X ) Trp). Side chains W3 and L8 and the disulfide
are shown in black. Side chains for the hydrogen-bonded residues (T2,
E4, K7, T9) have been omitted for clarity. This figure was made using
the program INSIGHT97.0 (Molecular Simulations, Inc.)

Figure 2. Effective concentration (Ceff) values for peptides1-4. Values
for substitutions paired with a cross-strand leucine are shown at top; those
for tryptophan pairs are shown below. Values are averages for three or
more measurements. Standard deviations weree5% of the measuredCeff

(equivalent to∆∆G ≈ 30 cal mol-1).
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4, in which residues are instead paired with a cross-strand
tryptophan (Figure 2, bottom). As with Leu pairs, a close
correspondence is seen between the two Trp series, both in rank
order and value ofCeff. We conclude that the two cross-strand
sites are essentially equivalent and, therefore, that neither residue
makes specific packing interactions with the disulfide or with
residues in the turn. Because the 3,8-cross-strand pair is, in effect,
“isolated”, our cyclic peptide is a suitable model system for
quantifying side chain pair interactions betweenâ-strands.

The two leucine series (1 and 2) may be compared to the
tryptophan series (3 and4). The trends in the two data sets are
remarkably similar (Figure 2, top vs bottom), suggesting that the
cross-strand residues contribute to stability in a roughly inde-
pendent manner. To explore this idea, we calculated free energy
differences for substitutions within each of the peptide series
relative to the alanine peptide from that series (∆∆G ) - RT ln
{Ceff,X/Ceff,ala}). Representative comparisons are plotted in Figure
3.

Linear free energy relationships exist among the four data sets.
This is seen not only in comparisons of particular cross-strand
pairs switched between NHB sites 3 and 8, but also for
comparisons of Trp pairs with Leu pairs in the same orientation
(Figure 3). (There is more scatter in the latter plots.) Slopes (p)
are given in Table 1; thep values do not depend on the choice of
reference peptide (X ) A or W, Table 1).

Consistent with the idea that positions 3 and 8 are equivalent,
p is near 1 for plots comparing these data. In contrast, when Leu
pairs are compared to Trp pairs,p is about 0.4. This means that
for a given pair of residuesX, the expected difference in hairpin
stability is∼2.5-fold larger with Trp as the cross-strand partner
than with Leu. Given these simple relationships,∆∆G could be
calculated forany cross-strand pair relative to a reference pair
by multiplying a substitution energysX by p for the cross-strand
partner.10

The implication of the above analysis is seen by calculation
of double-mutant coupling energies. Typically, in proteins, the
difference between the effect of a double substitution (∆∆Gfold)
and the sum of the∆∆G of the single substitutions is interpreted

as an interaction, or coupling, energy.11 These energies are zero
(by definition) if the substitutions produce independent effects
but can be substantial if the residues are in contact.11 Here, the
Ceff ratios yield∆∆G for the single or double substitutions. In
the example shown in Figure 4, the coupling energy would be
-136 cal mol-1 for the Trp-Tyr pair relative to a Leu-Leu
reference state. If, instead, the single substitution energies are
calculated sequentially, scaling byp in the second step, the
coupling energy is only+41 cal mol-1 (within the error of these
experiments, see Figure 2). That is, for those pairs on the line of
the appropriate plot, the coupling energy is 0. Therefore, we
conclude from the observed linear free energy relationships that
single site preferences (s andp) are most important in predicting
hairpin stability.12

In contrast, statistical analyses of HB and NHB cross-strand
pairs inâ-sheet proteins find many residue pairs to be positively
or negatively correlated with high confidence.13-15 Largely in
accord with the statistical preferences, protein mutagenesis studies
have identified coupling energies as large as 1 kcal mol-1 between
HB pairs.6 Our data suggest that such large coupling energies do
not necessarily indicateuniqueinteractions between pairs of amino
acid side chains, but instead may reflect differential sensitivity
to all residue substitutions opposite a given cross-strand partner.
Alternatively, they may reflect more stringent packing require-
ments in an extendedâ-sheet.

It has been proposed that the use of cross-strand pairs
statistically preferred in proteins might improve stability or fix
strand register inâ-hairpins.16 Among the most highly correlated
NHB pairs are Thr-Thr and Val-Val, and stereochemical
arguments have been used to rationalize these preferences.13,14

We have introduced these pairs into our hairpin at NHB sites 3
and 8 and find the stabilities to be very close to that of the Leu-
Leu analogue (∆∆G ) 0 and 50 cal mol-1, for TT and VV
respectively; not shown). Notably, the Trp-Trp pair yields a much
more stable structure (∆∆G ) -1250 cal mol-1 vs LL), and we
conclude that, despite its rarity in proteins,15 it is the optimal NHB
pair for isolatedâ-hairpins.17
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Figure 3. Comparison of substitution free energy differences.

Table 1. Slopes (p) of Free Energy Correlations for Peptide Series
1-4

x-axis data set p, X3 vs X8 p, Leu vs Trp

W3X8 (4)a 1.15 (1.11)b 0.47 (0.43)b

L3X8 (2) 0.98 (0.86)b -
X3W8 (3) - 0.43 (0.32)b

a Plots vs W3X8 (4) data are shown in Figure 3.b Values in
parentheses were obtained using the Trp peptides (X ) W in series
1-4) as internal reference instead of the Ala peptides (see text and
Figure 3).

Figure 4. Double mutant analysis11 of the stability of W3Y8 relative to
L3L8. Energies given are∆∆Gmut ) - RT ln(Ceff,X3X8/Ceff,L3L8).
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